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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXI.

THERE appeared in our December issue an Editoriitl,
which, as far as the Shirburnian is concerned, has,

at last, killed Balbus, 'dear son of memory, great heir of
fame.' He will, no longer, bring us-how sad it is for the
editors of the future-through our fatal first paragraph.
And yet, he has done it once again, mirabile dictu, but his
coffin is now nailed down. The editors do not feel justified
in entering into psychic communication with his dead spirit.

Meanwhile his worthy successors proceerl with their
work, and we, uninitiated into the mysterious secrets of the
masonic art, are in hopes of seeing, at least the exterior of
the Chapel finished this term. The new workshops are com
pleted and are even now in use, and they look perfectly vast
in comparison with the old buildings. There is one work
man who is f'till persistent in trying to improve them. He
has carved the memorial tablet.to the donor of the shop, the
late A. Devitt, Esq., O.S.
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There is the crest of the Devitt family and below it these
words :--

HANC OFFICINAM

EXSTRUENDAM CURAVIT

ET, INTER OPUS, IMMATURA

MORTE PEREMPTUS

MONUMENTUM PIETATIS

SCOLAE SUAE

SCIREBURNIENSI RELIQUIT,

ARTURUS DEVITT,

ALUMNUS IPSE,

ALUMNORUM FRATER,

PATEl~, PATRUUS.

A.D. MCMXXI.

As this is the Lent 'retm, we are having an epidemic,
as usual; but it is only a mild form of 'flu,' and we have
been lucliy that the outbreak has not been more severe.

The Sen.iors are in full swing, and we witnessed a very
exciting drawn game between Hoss's and Bensly's, which
Hoss's won on the replay. Bensly's had beaten Elderton's
already and Carey's had beaten Fox's. Ross's lost to Carey's
in the final round for the outhouses.

Our congratulations are due to :~

A. H. S. Fletcher and the School House on beating
Carets very narrowly in the House Shooting Competition.

F. E. Keary, A. 'r. Edgington and R. O. Jermyn on
passing into R.1\LA., Woolw.ich, and to T. Stallard on pass
ing into the R.1\LC., Sandhurst.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to the following on receiving their XXX
Blazers :-

January 25th, 1922:-
Lean ma.
Hopwood
Cobden-Ramsay
Peddie
Ackland
Wright ma.
Morgan
Pritchard

December 11th, 1921 :
Foster
Day-Lewis
Sll1al!wood'
Thomson ma.

Betts
Storrs
vVaIler
Honnywill mi.
Bramall
DunsterviIle
Henderson
Grant mi.
Cross

J erll1yn
Schneider
Crass
Gordon
vVheeley

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Head of the School
School Prefects

Captaitt of Football
Captain of Cricket (1922) ...
Captain of Gym . ...
Captain of Boxil/g
Captain of Swimmil/g
Captain of Fi'C'es ...

.Editors of Shi,"bllrniatt

H. \V. C. Baker-BeaU
R. \V. C. Baker-Beal!
F. C. Bryant
G. A. \VaIlinger
A. B. S. Tholl1son
C. Day-Lewis
T. G. Devitt
D. E.Yonge
T. G.·Devilt
D. 1\Iacdonald
T. G. Devitt
\V. H. I-Iubert
\V. E. Tucker
L. 1\1. G. Foster
R. W. C. Baker-BeaU
G. A. \VaIlinger
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VALETE.
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F. E. KEARY (a)-VIth, Junior Crass Leader, Passed into.
R.M.A. \Voolwich.

A. T. EDGINGTON (a)-VIth, 2nd XV (1921), Senior Class
Leader with Badge, CorpI. in a.T.C., Passed into R.M.A.
Woolwich.

A.Y. GARRETT (a)-Vf.B, XXX Blazer, Junior Class Leader,
'Trebles,' CorpI. in a.T.C.

D. McMINN (f)-V1.B, 2nd XV (1921), 'Trebles,' Junior
Class Leader.

L. C. BAILY (f)-V1.B.

R. a. JERMYN (a)-V1.B, XXX Blazer, Lance-CorpI. in
a:r.c., Passed into RM.A. '\Voolwich~

T. STALLARD (g)-V1.13, 2nd XV (1921), 'Trebles,' Junior
Class Leader, School Gym. Colours, Lance-CorpI. in
a.T.e., Passed into R.M.C. Sandhurst.

A. F. CARROLL (f)-V1.13, 'Trebles.'

E. R. TARGETT (c)-V1.B, Lance-CorpI. in aTC.

C. R HONNYWILL (b)-V.A, 1st XV (1920-21), Corpl. III

a.T.C.

F. S. WADSWORTH (g)-V.A.

C. A. STREET (c)-V.B, 2nd XV (1920), Senior Class Leader
with Badge, Lance-CorpI. in a.T.C.

R. C. BAILY (f)-V.B, 'Trebles,' Junior Class Leader, Lance
CorpI. in a.T.e.

G. E. CRASS (f)-V.B.

J. S. HENDERSON (f)-IV.A, Shooting VIII, XXX Blazer,
Senior Class Leader with Badge, Lance-CarpI. in a.T.C.

G. J.P. HARRIS (f)-IV.A, Senior Class Leader with Badge.

E. B. a'B. HORSFORD (a)- IV.A.
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O.S. NEWS.

Our congratulations to:-

G. C. BERNARD-SMITH on being gazetted into R.A.F. from
Cranwell.

G. E. B. BASTIN on winning the Heavy-weight Boxing at
RM.A., vVoolwich.

Col. E. ]. Straud, C.M.G., R.M.L.L, has been made C.B.
(1922 New Year's Honours).

It is with great joy that we take this opportunity of con
gratulating Mr. G. G. Morris, Sixth-form tutor at Sherborne
(1915-19), on his engagement to Miss Daphne Sedgwick. Mr.
Morris is now Classical tutor of Corpus Christi College, Cam
bridge.

I

lS'bttuar}].

EDWARD FRANCIS HENLEY. It is with great
sorrow that we hear of the death of Edward Francis
Henley on December 24th, 1921.

He was in Town House 1853-1863, and distin
guished himself as an athlete, being in the XI for
three years and being captain of it in 1863. He
went on to Oriel College, Oxford, and rowed in the
Oxford University eight in 1865-66. He became a
solicitor in 1870, and had a successful career. \Ve
offer our most sincere sympathy to Mrs. Henley.
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From the Times, October llth,1921.
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I

LIEUT.-COL. E. M.vVILSON. Lieut.-Col. Edmond
Munkhouse vVilson, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., RA.M.C.
(retired), died on October 9th, 1921, at Queen
Alexandra's Military Hospital, Millbank, aged 66.

From Sherborne School he went to St. George's
Hospital, and qualified as M.R.C.S., L.RC.P., and
D.P.H. Camb. His first experience of active service
was in the Zulu \Var of 1879, when he served as
civil surgeon and received the medal with clasp. In
1881 he joined the Army Medical Department, and
served in the Nile Expeditions of 1884-5-6 (medal
and clasp and Khedive's star), the Gambia Expedi
tion of 1891-92 (medal and clasp), the Ashanti
Expedition of 1895-96, when he was in command of
a base hospital and was honourably mentioned and
received the C.M.G. and star, and the Sudan Expedi
tion to Khartum in 1898 as secretary to the Surgeon
General (mentioned in despatches, D.S.a., English
medal, and Sudan medal and clasp). From 1899 to
1904 he was Deputy Assistant Director-General of
Army Medical Service at headquarters, and was
afterwards employed, both before and during the late
war, at the RA.M.C. Record Office. In 1918-19
he was president of the West London Medico
Chin rgical Society, and he was also secretary of the
RA.lv1.C Fund and Benevolent Society. In 1903
he was created a Knight of Grace of the Order of
St. John.
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It is 50 years since I left the old School, and a letter from
one of the few survivors of the Rev. H. D. Harper's time has
incited me to send a few lines to the Shirbltmian.

Perhaps the most pleasant recollections of my life are con
nected with the dear old School and one's memory carries one
bac" to the old cricket field, cricket and football matches, paper
chases, birds-nesting expeditions and Saturday walks to l\lud
ford for a swim-we had no swimming baths in 1864 to 1870.

I was in an outside house, and well do 1 remember the out
siders having to wait outside the school gates, in winter, when
the snow was down, till there were a sufficient number of us to
storm the gateway, where a lut of Schoolhouse chaps would
assemble to repel the invaders, who would get in covered with
snow from head to foot.

\Vhen in the lower fifth, which at that time contained a
number of the biggest and strongest fellows in the School, I
was just about to be put on to a passage in Homer, which I did
not know, when relieI came in a sudden message from the Head
master that one form was wanted in the Abbey to haul up the
Wolsey bell, which had just been re-cast and sent back to
Sherborne. By the time it was in its place, school time was up.

One morning, I remember all our house being roused by the
fire bell, and found that the school studies were burning. Of
course we were all off like shots, and took our turn at the fire
engines. \VeIl do I remember our headmaster with hose o\"er
his shoulder leading three or four others up a ladder to pour
water on the burning studies. One boy had some pets
dormice I think they were-and actually risked his life to get
them out, just as the fire was reaching his study. He got them
out in safety, and soon after the fire was got under, but the boys
losses were heavy, nearly all the studies burnt and a big hole
burnt in the Chapel adjoining.

\Ve had several fires in the town. I believe it was an old
institution that decreed that when the fire bell went, the boys
were free to go out to help. I don't lmow if the custom still
prevails.

A hard frost was always looked fonvard to, in anticipation of
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skating on the Park Lake, where we spent many a jolly after
noon.

One birds-nesting incident I shall never forget: three of us
had made friends with an old keeper and had gone to Sherborne
Park to get some herons' eggs for a collection. One of us
started climbing the tree and succeeded in obtaining four eggs.
Coming down he stepped on -a dead branch, which broke with
his weight, and to our horror he fell. About ten feet below' was
a strong branch which checked the fall and he managed to get
hold of it, and reached the ground safely with only one of the
eggs broken. But for the intervening branch he would have
fallen sixty feet with, probably, fatal results.

I have only been in England twice since I left for Australia
in 1873. Once in 1884 and again in 1913. On both occasions
I spent a week at Sherborne, though the last time everyone
was a stranger, except the Hev. A. vVood, an old master, though
I put in a day with myoId house master, the Hev. O. \Y.
Tancock, in Essex.

It is doubtful if I shall ever visit England again; if I do I
shall certainly pay another visit to Sherborne. I have met
several old Sherborne boys in Australia, but only know of three
still living, though no doubt there are many of later time than
my own, somewhere about the Pacific.

I am always glad to hear any news of the old School, where I
was confirmed. Our Archbishop of Queensland, Dr. Donaldson,
has recently been appointed Bishop of Salisbury. No doubt he
will pay Sherborne a visit in the near future, where I feel sure
he will be appreciated and receive a hearty welcome. I should
much like to accompany him.

Out here we are having 'bad times,' thanks to a Labour
Government which is raising wages to such a standard that
nearly all profits in any undertaking employing labour are
absorbed by wages, and many industries are having to close
down, leaving thousands of unemployed who are paid relief
money by the Government-20/- to 25/- a week- for doing
nothing. \Ye all hope these conditions may soon change for
the better.

vVell, wishing every success and good luck to the old School,
I will close these few lines-from an old boy.
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SOUTHWAIlK LETTER.
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It is only a matter of weeks since Sherborne decided to adopt
'B' Company of the 'Queen's' Cadets, yet Sherborne is already
a name to conjure with at Southwark. Photographs of Sher
borne are eagerly devoured, newspapers are scoured for news
of Sherborne, there is tremendous excitement and speculation
as to the possibility of a visit to Sherborne next term and as to
who will be among the chosen few, and such Shirburnians, past
and present, who come along to the' Club can be assured of find
ing, and do find, a hearty welcome.

Boxing is our chief activity at present, since that can be
carried on with few accessories and in the evenings, which is,
of course, the only time these working boys are free, and also
because several keen boxing Shirburnians are coaching them.
Two or three of the School came down and boxed one night
last holidays, but an excess (?) of Christinas fare on the part of
the visitors probably played its part in their downfall. We very
much hope that more of the School will come along next holi
days and (try to) get their revenge. The enthusiasm of the
boxers is tremendous and the excellence of the results obtained
from their training at the hands, or rather fists, of L. P.
Houquette, G. K. Thornton, and ,V. E. Tucker, was brought
out last week when we challenged another Cadet Company,
who had previously beaten us by one fight, and defeated them
by six fights to one.

Fourteen of the boys go once a week to a big physical train
ing school, so that Shirburnians who come down to Southwark
during the holidays will be able to bask in the homely atmos
phere of 'Hips firm' and 'Arms bend.' Shooting is another of
our activities, which, however, has recently been curtailed by
the \Var Office lest the Sinn Feiners might lead away the Cadets
to set up an armed Republic in Southwark. Runs, an occa
sional concert, drill, games, and an increasing library to which
Sherborne fellows have contributed some very welcome books
and in which there is still room for more (this is a hint) heip to
keep the Club alive and active.

If I go on longer, 1\11. Editor, you will be talking about the
cost of printing and paper, so I will conclude with a cordial
invitation to any of you who may be in London next holidays,
to come along to 31 Union Street, Southwark (No. 1+ or 26
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tram from the Embankment to Southwark Bridge Road); come
along and box these less fortunate Londoners, come and see
what sort of fellows they are, come and talk to them about
Sherborne: they'll be delighted to see you, and 1 think you'll
come again.

E.J.B.

TRAINING.

[Many competitors in the Sports might do a great deal better if
they were to possess a little more knowledge. It is for this
reason, then, that we reprint this article on training by that
famous athletl'l and 0.5., W. E. Lutyens. ED.]

THE OBJECT.

The object of training is to bring the body into the .best
condition for sustaming a definite strain without injury through
reaction. It must be remembered then that the body is the
most wonderful and the most delicate instrument ever put
together. Treated fairly, it is the most spontaneous of servants,
treated without consideration, it is more rebellious than an
Irishman.

HEALTH.

The centre of the instrument is the stomach. If that unruly
member is against us, then we are divided indeed. The indica
tor to its condition is the digestion, and it will solve for each
person the vexed question" What may I or may I not eat?"
Each athlete must be his own. judge in this matter. By the time
he is sixteen, he ought to know whether green apples are good
for him or not. There are some boys, who can eat green apples
without feeling any the worse. They are the fortunate few.
But there are certain kinds of food which are always good, i.e.
green food and fruit. Brown bread should be eaten in preference
to white bread: the former is loose in construction and full of
nourishment, the latter has little virtue, if any at all. Too much
potato, pastry or sugar are likely to affect the wind. Except
in very urgent circumstances, avoid medicines like poison.
Medicines are of the nature of earthquakes; they are followed
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by reactions, and often the last state of that man is worse than
the first. Stewed prunes, pulled figs, ripe apples are excellent
curatives to certain difficulties, which assail the athlete in
training. In all these matters the digestion is the judge and
controller of each person. If the health is sound do not worry
about diet, as worry will reduce an athlete to impotency.

BUILDING UP.

Thanks to the conditions of his life, the school boy is, what is
called, g-enerally fit. The regular hours, the regular exercise in
games are a splendid preparation for the more serious work of
training. Bnt even then his body is far from fit to stand the
test of a racing strain. To reach this point the frame has to be
built up gradually. There are such things as the stiff muscle and
the aching lung, both of which can be avoided, if judgment and
knowledge are called in. The stiff muscle is due to the old
muscle formation being violently broken 'up, and this should be
avoided by gradual exercise. Boys take a great pride in muscles
as hard as boards, but this is just the wrong condition for them.
In repose the muscles should be quite limp and unobtrusive,
though firm to the touch; when exerted, they should have the
consistency which resembles the best india-rubber. The aching
lung is caused by the extraneous matter and impurities being
cleared out; the process is painful, and the exercising of the
muscles at their base, which are only really developed by the
athlete. The body gets fat inside as well as out, and all this
has to be burnt out, or worked out, in order that even the nerves
may be clear and unhampered in energizing the muscles at the
call of the will. \Vhen the supreme moment comes and the
body, tuned up to concert pitch, acts, then comes the triumph of
the athlete and the exquisite thrill of unhampered movement.

STYLE.

In running, style is of great importance. Bad form wastes
strength, good form conserves it. No artist can afford to ignore
form, and form in a race will often pull a man through success~

fully, when every ounce of strength is sucked out of him.
Runners often run against themselves, surely a vicious habit,
simply because they do not know how to hold themselves.

Firstly, train to run with the legs and not with the body. The
'less motion in the body the better j all unnecessary heaving
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of shoulders or swinging of arms is a waste of energy. The
body should lean forward from the hips slightly. This does two
things :-{a} it helps to throw the weight in the direction the
runner is going; (b) it helps to throw the legs out from the hips.
This will be seen if you stand still and begin to fall forward, the
leg will then shoot straight out from the hip, which is the motion
required in running. The final thrust forward comes from the
buttocks not from the knee or the thigh. The buttocks are the
driving wheels of the engine. The motion produced in this way
is a gliding one, not merely up and down, but in order to get
the full reach of the stride the knee must be lifted to a certain
extent. How far? Far enough to allow the leg to be thrown
out straight in front. If the knee is too high the leg cannot be
straightened, if lifted too low the stride is from the knee and the
foot falls nearly in the same spot, where it was raised. In both
cases the result is both ugly and useless. Directly the body has
passed over the foot on the ground, that foot should be flung
back and carried as low as possible, not kicked in the air. As
soon as possible it is swung forward and out from the buttock,
not the knee, and in this way time is saved and the stride
lengthened to its full capacity by the buttock being made to do
its share of the work. The aim should be to put as much force
into as little action as possible.

"econdly, learn to run on the toes. It saves time, prevents the
body from being jarred, it gives spring and freedom to the action.
This is not an easy thing for beginners to acquire, but like Topsy
it grows. Begin to practice' it and the calves of the legs will
gradually be able to bear the strain. Skipping is an excellent
thing for this purpose and will make the football forward or the
fieldsman at cricket much quicker in his movements in getting
off either with or after the ball. To run with a flat foot
necessitates two motions, to run from the toes only one.

Thirdly, one position of the arms is very important. With
the body leaning forward the elbows should be held just behind
it and the forearms carried perpendicularly from the elbow. In
this position the arms from the elbows will swing gently with
the motion of the legs, but from the shoulders to the elbows they
should be kept still; the reason for the position of the elbows
behind the body is this. They keep the chest not only open,
but expanded to its fullest. This gives the lungs full play every
time the deep breath is taken. To allow the arms to swing
forward, as if gripping the air, or to swing across the chest, is
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to close the chest every time and to cut short the action of the
lungs, which do not get, in consequence, all the air they require
to do their work.

In these notes, there is sufficient, I think, for anyone, who
wants to do his best, to begin his training on proper lines. It
will mean a little trouble and thought to get the principles well
into the mind, for they are not to be taken like pills and
swallowed with eyes shut, but each would-be-athlete must get
a knowledge of his own requirements and make use of the above
information, as he seems to need it.

W. E. LUTYENS.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The Christmas Concert was a very varied one: ~eethoven,

\Vagner, Mozart, L. N. Parker and School Songs, and one
Folk Song. Few of the outside public were admitted; the
O.SS. were there in fair, but not overwhelming numbers, and
the School had almost sprawling room, let alone sitting room.
There were in fact several half empty benches, and this really
seems a pity, for many outside would have gladly heard Clive
Carey sing and the rather expensive and capable orchestra play.
However, so it was and apparently must be.

The Selection from the Meistersingers which we believe is
the Opera of \Vagner's in which even confirmed \Vagner
haters {and these are not a few} are obliged to see some signs
of genius, was on the whole disappointing. Yet much of the
chorus singing was vigorous and tuneful, and we had Clive
Carey as Beckmesser and 1Ir. Hunter to sing the famous
Preis-lied. Carey, except that (if he will pardon our saying so)
he is not anything like ugly enough for the part, is a model
Beckmesser. The selection ended well with 'Victor we loudly
greet thee,' and there was abundant life there in evidence. The
Chorus were best in this and in the matchless Folk-song
(encored) entitled 'The Twelve Days of Christmas.'

No. 3 we must admit was by no means bad and yet rather
depressing. No. +was charming to those who lo\'e good glees,
that is all decent people. It were superfluous to praise Clive
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Carey's songs. He gave however only three additional songs
as encores, which was a moderate allowance both for singer and
audience. For the Sherborne audience is not to be denied and
Carey is a very good-natured singer. And the expensive band
gave us some really good music and justified their expensive
ness.. A good concert. vVould that more had heard it!

Programme:- .

1. First movement from Symphony in C major
THE ORCHESTRA.

Beethoven

. .. Wagller
2. Choral Selection from 'Meistersingers of )

N uremburg' f
Soloists :-MR. CLIVE CAREY AND MR. S. K HUNTEl:'

3. Slow Movement tram String Quartet in C major Mozart
BINNEY, }{ING, GARRE'lT MA., \VARNER MA.

4. Glee-'Under the greenwood tree'

5. Andante con moto from Symphony No. 1

6. Song-'Say good bye to your pastime'
MR. CLIVE CAHEY.

7. Solemn Christmas Carol

8. Folk Song--'The twelve days of Christmas'

A. W. Ogilvy

Beethoven

'" Mozart

{
].R.

L.N.P.

9. School Song-Football Song

Carmen

God save the King.

... {

{

].R.
L.N.P.

E.M.Y.
L.N.P.

Instructor of the Ordlestra
Accompanist
Conductor

MISS \VILSON-EwER.
MR. W. E. \VEARDEN.

:\1R. A. F. TESTER.
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BOHEMIAN STRING QUARTET PARTY.
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On February 4th this world-famous quartet played in the
Schoolroom to an enthusiastic audience. After hearing them
last year we knew what to expect in their playing-their
amazing volume of tone, their vitality and rhythm and their
wonderful pianissimos. The concert opened with Haydn's
Qu'artet in C major. The first two movements seemed to us
rather dull, but the slow movement that followed was a thing
of real beauty, while the concluding rando, played with in
credible speed, roused tremendous enthusiasm. This was
followed by two movements fram Dvorak's E flat Quartet,
and the concert concluded with Smetana's "Aus I11einem Leben"
quartet. Other quartets may play Haydn and Beethoven as
well as, or better than the Bohemians, but they have made the
Smetana their own, and a finer performance could not be
imagined. As an encore piece they played the finale from
Dvorak's Nigger Quartet, which many remembered fram last
year.

\Ve trust the visit of these musicians will become an annual
fixture.

PLAYS.
[Stage Manager: A. W. Fox, ESQ,]

AGAMEMNON

[In English by C. ROBINSON]

CAST:
Agamemnon
Clytamnestra
Cassandra
Sentinel 'H

Messenger

Argive Elders

Slaves

G. A. Wallinger
C. Day-Lewis

E. B. O'B. Horsford
T. L. Binney

... ]. T. Spencer-Phillips
JG. O'Hanlon, Esq., A. B. S. Thompson
lA. King, O. ]. C. Cotton, I. A. Grant

F. T. and T. S. Horan
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Considering that the play had been very little rehearsed, the
performance went off very well. Agamemnon acted with intel
ligent and dignified self-restraint, Clytamnestra managed to
convey a cold fierce tone very cleverly, and Horsford was quite
excellent as Cassandra; Binney said the Sentinel's Speech
very effectively, and the rest of the cast was good. It may be
mentioned that the speeches of the Elders were perhaps the
hardest part of all.

This was followed by a rather scratch performance of some
of the Falstaff scenes of Henry IV, far more difficult to act
than the Agamemnon. To Horsford belong the chief honours;
it was no small achievement to play Falstaff and Cassandra on
the same day, and it was a fitting termination to the many
hours of enjoyment he has given us by his good acting. He
and Day-Lewis (Prince HaJ) were again very good. Poins
was well played by Schneider, and Binney caused much laughter
as Francis. Gadshill, Peto, Bardolph, Travellers, Vintner,
Hostess, and Sheriff had small parts, but were quite equal
to the occasion. The performance, with time, would have
reached a high standard, but, as it was, both actors and audience
seemed to enjoy it immensely.

THE SOPHISTS.

Feb. 11. The Romantic Age A. A. Millle

"
18. Motion: That the League of Nations is capable of

solving all International difficulties.

Mar. 4. A night at an Inn Lord DUllsallY
and

The Master of the House S. Houghtoll

18. The School for Scandal R. B. Sheridan
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On Saturday, February 1Ith, at 6.30 p.m., the Society read:

THE ROMANTIC AGE

(A Comedy in Three Acts by A. A. MILNE).

CAST:
1. A. Grant

A. B. S. Thompson
T. S. Horan

R. A. D. Fraser
G. A. Wallinger

The Vice-President
... A. J. D. Anderson

F. T. Horan

Hall of Mr. Knowle's house. Midsummer night.
A glade in a wood. Early next morning.
Same as Act 1. That afternoon.

Henry Knowle
Mary Knowle, his match-making wife
Melisande, his very romantic daughter
Jane, his neice
Bobby Coote ...
Gervase Mallory
Ern
Alice

Act I.
" 11.
" Ill.

The play was rather difficult for the necessary limitations of
the Sophists, but nevertheless the audience as a whole spent
an enjoyable evening. l\1elisande and Gervase bore the brunt
of the-evening's work, and had extremely difficult parts·. Both
were inclined to hurry, but otherwise were good. Grant made
a splendid Henry Knowle, with his entertaining Glesga' accent,
and all the other parts were adequately played, Fraser especially·
making a good show of his part.

The Sophists are trying to gi·ve lighting effects now with
acetylene; and th~ moonlight in Act I was really quite
effective. If only the Society had a real stage, what good
plays it could give us!

LECTURE.
(In connection with the Art SchooL)

Jan. 28 "Famous British Pictures" by 1\1r. Henry Hudson.

Mr. Hudson in his opening remarks said that the art of
painting was not much practised in Britain until a compara
tively late period. He commenced with the reign of Henry
VIII, when important commissions were generally entrusted
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to artists of foreign extraction, who had made their home in
this country, and so helped to form the British School.

He mentioned Sir J ames Thornhill as the first native artist
to receive important commissions for public work; Hogarth,
as the Giotto of the British School, who gained much fame by
his pictures, which reflected the life of his time, and Sir Joshua
Reynolds, Gainsborough, and Romney, as the great portrait
painters of the eighteenth century.

A particularly fine colour slide was shown of Gainsborough's
"Blue Boy," the original of which has been on view at the
National Gallery, before going to a purchaser in America, who
bought it for a sum approaching a quarter of a million pounds.

Some beautiful examples of the work of Constable and
Turner, the great landscape artists, were shown, as well as
pictures by the animal painters, Sir Edwin Landseer, Herring,
and others of note. The aims and ideals of the Pre-Raphaelite
school were explained with pictures selected from the works of
Holman Hunt, Rossetti, Millais, and other artists of this
school, and beautiful slides of more modern pictures by Lord
Leighton, Dicksee, \Vaterhouse, Whistler, and Watts, etc.,
were shown; the many very beautiful colour slides helped to
make the lecture an artistic treat.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV, 1921-1922.

T. G. DEVITT (1919-20-21-22). Has proved himself a very
capable captain. Not pre-eminently suited for the fly-half
position, which he filled for the benefit of his side, he was
nevertheless a tower of strength owing to his pace, dash and
kicking. His tackling in the School matches was an object
lesson to the School. (Is leaving.)

. W. E. TUCKER (1920-21-22). Improved out of all recogni
tion into one of the best forwards the School has produced, and
with more experience will do well in first-class football. Is
strong, fast and ubiquitous, and, like his captain, put in much
splendid play in attack and defence alike. (Is leaving.)
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C. R. HONNYW1LL (1920-21). A strong and very honest
forward, who showed up conspicuously in every School match,
while he did his full share always in the less showy parts of
the game. (Has left.)

H. A. \,VHITEHEAD (1920-21-22). A much-improved scrum
half, excelling in defence. Is learning rapidly to be more than
a link between backs and forwards. Should cultivate nursing
the touch-line.

D. E. YONGE (1921-22). Gave up the three-quarter position,
and developed into a very useful and vigorous forward, who
could use both feet and hands. (Is leaving.)

H. G. ]ENKINS (192!-22). Powerful and heavily-built,
would have trained on into a capital forward, could he have
been spared from the three-quarter line, for which he lacked
pace and cleverness. His strength and determination, coupled
with strong kicking, made him very useful to his side. (Is
leaving.) .

]. LINDSAY-SMITH (1921-22). A light but very dashing for
ward, who played always for all he was worth. Useful in tight
scrimmages as a hook. (Is leaving.)

A. KING (1921-22). A rather variable but promising centre
or fly-half. Neat and not without dash, he needs more con
fidence both in attack and delence.

H. E. S. BAYLIS (1921). A slow but keen. forward, who
went the whole way. Useful at the line-out. (Has left.)

H. J. TUCKER (1921-22). Improved considerably as he
learned gradually more about the game. Used his height and
weight to advantage at the line-out. (Is leaving.)

F. C. BRYANT (1921-22). Although he lacked enough pace
and weight for the wing and was largely starved by his partner,
he proved very useful through his determined tackling and
saving. (Is leaving.)

R. W. C. BAKER-BEALL (1921-22). A keen and useful
front rank forward, who improved a great deal through his own
efforts. (Is leaving.)

].13. GARRETT (1921-22). A promising young forward, who
should be very useful when he has more weight, pace and science.
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A. H. J. WENBORN (1921-22). Was a late but lucky find
as a full-back. Kicks and fields well, but not a strong tackler.

G. A. \VALLINGER (1921-22). Possessed qualities as a
centre three-quarter, but failed often to use them. A very
fair kick. (Is leaving.)

FOOTBALL.

Of the five matches played by the 2nd XV, two were lost,
Downside and All Hallows, and three won, Monkton Combe
and BlundeU's twice. The composition of the side, owing to a
variety of circumstances, was more difficult than usual this
year, and the XV never reaUy got together.

The first match against All Hallows was lost, and deservedly
so, by 3 points to 22. All Hallows were a good side and their
three-quarters were bigger, faster and cleverer than the School's.
The match was of value in that it revealed the great weakness
of the team, a weakness that was not remedied throughout the
whole season, viz.: a lack of defence in the centre. The match
against Downside (away) was lost by a narrow margin (3-6),
whilst Monkton Combe (away) were beaten (5-0) after a very
close game. B1undeU's at home were beaten fairly easily
(14-6), the whole side playing well. The return was the best
match of the season. On a wet day against a heavier stronger
pack, the forwards played magnificently, and in the second half,
when they were hard pressed, they repeatedly saved their line
by fierce rushes. Edgington for the first time in the season,
showed his best form and scored two very good tries, in fact the
whole side rose to the occasion and won a very hard match,
under the worst conditions by 9 points to 8.

The weakness of the side lay in the defence, with StaUard and
Partridge notable exceptions. Stallard, though apt to do too
little on his own, never played a bad game the whole season,
and his rush-stopping a defensive work generally, was exceUent.
The outsides as a line were disappointing; there was plenty of
pace, but not enough resolution; Partridge at back tackled
splendidly, but must develop a longer kick. Forward the pack
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suffered from many changes, but generally rose to the occasion.
\Vood and MacCarthy, of those who will be here next year, seem
the most likely to be of use to the School. Though the smallest
of the pack, they were always on the ball and used their feet
well, an art which unfortunately seems to be dying out. On the
whole a very fairly successful season.

THE JUNI.ORS.

FIRST ROUND.

Fox's beat Bensly's (14-0). Day-Lewis, 2; Swabey, 2.

Fax's-Wightman; Stedall, Dalzell, Cousland, Swabey;
Barry, C. Day-Lewis; J. E. Schneider, G. C. ~. Dunsterville,
Acldand, Cross, Murray, Bower, Kent, Rees-Jones.

Bellsly's-Johnson ; N ewell, Cox, Todd, Haines; Betts,
Galsworthy; l\Iorgan,Targett, Maundrell, Peck, Kendal, Moore,
Keary mi., Harby.

SECOND ROUND.

Elderton's beat Carey's (9-5). Prichard, 1; Olivier, 2.

Elder/alt's-Greenwood; Carroll, R. Bramall (capt.), S. J.
Olivier, \Vhitham; Pritchard,]. S. Henderson; G. E. Crass,
G. H. Wailer, P. L. \Vheeley, G. J. P. Harris, Eason, Buhler,
Lambe, \Vilkinson.

Carey's-Sharpe ma.; Fraser, Grant, \Vright, Cobden
Ramsay; Hopwood, Peddie; Thompson (capt.), Honnywill,
Lean, \Voolmer, Drake-Brockman, Kinnersly, Hill, Sharpe mi.

Ross's beat Fox's (5-0). Stevens, 1.

Rass's-Balding; Bellamy (capt.), Nunn; Duffett, Napier,
Stevens, Favell; Gell, Forbes-Bassett, \Vitherby, Gow, 1\Iellor,
Anstey, Duff, \Veall.

Fax's--\Vightman ; Stedall, Dalzell, Cousland, Swabey;
Barry, C. Day-Lewis; J. E. Schneider, G. C. K. Dunsterville,
Ackland, Cross, l\Iurray, Kent, Rees-Jones, \Varner.
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SEMI-FINAL.

Elderton's beat Ross's (16-0). Olivier, 2; Bramall, 1;
Clarke-Jervoise, 1.

Eldertalt's-vVhitham; Carroll, R. S. E. Bramall (capt.), J. S.
Henderson, S. J. Olivier;. Pritchard, Clarke-Jervoise; G. E.
Crass, G. H. vValler, P. L. vVheeley', G. J. P. Harris, Eason,
Buhler, Lambe, \Vilkinson.

Rass's-Balding; Bellamy (capt.), Nunn; Duffett, Napier,
Stevens, Favell; Gell, Forbes-Bassett, Witherby, Gow, Melior,
Anstey, Duff, Weall.

FINAL.

[An account of the Two-Cock was given III our December
number.-ED.]

SENIORS.

FIRST ROUND.

BENSLY'S v. ELDERTON'S.

Played on No. 1. Elderton's were very unlucky in having
the greater part of their side stopping ovt with 'flu,' but
managed to put aside into the field, which made a very plucky
fight to the end. Bensly's won (38-0).

Bwsly's-Johnson; Betts, A. H. J. VJenborn; Newell,
R. \V. C. Baker-Beall (capt.), Galsworthy, Haines; Morgan,·
Peck, Maundrell, Harby, Cox, Moore, Nichols, Harding.

Eldertalt's-Greenwood ma.; Garrett tert., S. J. Olivier,
\Vood ma., Greenham; R. S. E. Bramall, Cliff; G. H. \Valler,
E. B. Eason, Buhler, Duncan, Parry ma., Turnbull, Hobson.

SECOND ROUND.

BENSLY'S v. ROSS'S.

Played on the 8th February on No. 1, Bensly's lost to Ross's
(9-0). The game was keenly contested and neither side had
scored at 'no-side,'
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Yours, etc.,
T. H.KIRBY.

In the replay on the 11th, however, Bensly's could not last
against their heavier opponents. Ross's three tries were scored
in the second half by Stevens, Hughes, and Oldfield. Bensly's
grovel had the better of both games, but in the second Ross's
outsides were distinctly the best.

For Ross's, Nunn and Stevens were conspicuous among the.
outsides, Yonge and Oldfield in the grovel j for the losers,
Galsworthy and Betts among the outsides and Morgan in the
grovel. In the first game ]ohnson played well at back, but was
unlucky in injuring himself.

Ross's-Balding; Cann, Napier, Nunn, Favell; M. F.
Hughes, Stevens; D. G. Yonge, A. D. Oldfield, D. A. Wood,
Forbes-Bassett, \iVitherby, Gell, Gow, Anstey.

(Alterations in replay, Duffett for Cann).

Bensly's-]ohnson; R. T. Betts, A. H.]. Wenborn j F. C.
Newell, Todd, H.]. Galsworthy, Haines; R. \rv. C. Baker
Beall (capt.), \iV. S. :\!organ, i\Taundrell, Peck, Harby, Cox,
Moore, Harding.

(Alterations in replay, Lewis for ]ohnson).

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The ShirbttrHian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The ShirbttYlliall.

A CORRECTION.

In a paper on Ancient :-Iathematics, read last term, I (unhappily) stated
that I believed the great I{oman aqueducts to have been built because the
Romans did not know that water would rise to the level of its source, and
could be ccnveyed by pipes uuder a valley, just as well as straight across.
A colleague has kindly pointed out my error, which I am glad to correct,
In ::\Iiddleton's 'I{emains of Ancient Rome' (in the School Library) it is
quite clearly stated that aqueducts were deliberately built on grounds of
economy. Only leaden or bronze pipes were available; also pipes, un
less very large, were liable to be blocked by the chalky deposit from the
available water. The law tbat water will rise to its original le"el was
quite well known.
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MANCHESTER & DISTRICT BOY SCOUTS' ASSOCIATION.

90, Deansgate,
l\Ianchester,

5th December, 1921.

Dear Sir,

I have been greatly interested in the news that the school is adopting a
Company in a Cadet Unit in London, and I feel sure that with such a
backing the enterprise will be a great success. It is, however, obvious
that as regards personal service this enterprise is limited to 0.55. living
in or near London, and it is as one now remote from London that I venture
to suggest that some 0.55. in other parts of the country might interest
themselves in another great organisation for boys. I suppose'that the
objects of the Boy Scout Movement are pretty generally known through
out the country, but I do not think it is yet widely realised that there is
tremendous scope for personal service of all kinds in this ~Iovement,even
for those who are no longer as young as they were, and also for those busy
folk who really have not a great deal of spare time each week.

Although the Association of which I have the honour to be Secretary is
only directly concerned with the City of Manchester, from its unique
position in a great centre I am brought constantly into the closest touch
with not only Lancashire and Cheshire, but districts very much further
afield, and I shall be only too delighted to 'give any information or help in
my power to any 0.5. who may be interested. Perhaps it will not be out
of place to mention that of the numerous schools in this district which
have successful Scout Troops attached to them, two of the most impbrtant
have Headmasters who were formerly Ma.ters at Sherborne; I refer to
the Central High School (Robert Crosthwaite) and The Hulme Grammar
School (Trevor Dennis).

Yours faithfully,

G. W. G. MAY
(Blanch's 1896-1900).

Munshi Province,
Nigeria,

via.,Lokoja,
December 18th, 1921.

Sir,

It is, I think, a matter of common knowledge that there is a very con
siderable feeling among 0,55. that the 0,5. 'Colours' are not completely
successful.

The two principal objections are :-
(a) That the 'Blue and Gold' of 5herborne do not figure in the Colour

Scheme, while the two shades of green which predominate carry no
sentimental connection with Sherborne.

(b) That the present colours are not what, I believe, the hosiery trade
terms 'chaste.' In other words they are rather 'loud.'
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\Vhen I was on leave this last summer, I had the gocd fortune to meet
some contemporaries and found a unanimous opinion that a change in
the 0.5. colour scheme was much to be desired.

At the time I pointed out that much as I was in agreement with them
I thought that a change would be difficult, as there was a moral-if not a
legal-contract with Messrs. Lemon and the Colour Printers, who would
sustain considerable loss should they be left with stocks of the present
colours on a change being made.

Howbeit before returninR to Nigeria, I wished to purchase an 0.5.
blazer (of .which the garishness is less pronounced in 'V.A. and also
quickly toned down by the sun) and was informed by Messrs. Lemon that
they could not supply as their stock of flannel was exhausted, and that
owing to difficulties as to dye, they had not been able to replenish it.
[Incidentally I managed to procure the blazer through my tailor, who
proved conclusively that in charging £7 7s. Od. he was losing money.]
As Messrs. Lemon's stocks are exhausted, it would appear that the objec
tion to a change referred to above no longer exists. So I would urge with

'all respect, that a Committee be appointed to discuss the advisability of a
change. And I would draw your attention to the Old Wellingtonian
colours. They combine their colours in two different schemes, where
the first makes the lightest colour the background, and the second, the
darl<est (the component colours in each case being the same), whereby
there is one tie suitable for wear with a light flannel and another for
wear with an ordinary lounge suit.

I have to-day received your issue for November,.and I trust that you
will not think that I write in any hypercritical spirit when I point out the
scarcity of what the 'Contents' declare to be '0.5. News.' The first four
and-a-half lines out of 53 can be described as news, as can be the last two.
But the remaining 46 lines are nothing more or less than a review. I had
the honour to edit The Shi'-/J1Inliall from (I think) September, 1907, to
July, 1908, and again in July and August, 1909, and I think you will find
on reference to your files, that I managed to gi\'e at least a couple of pages
per issue to 0.5. News, gleaned from Press Cuttings, etc.

However that may be, I can assure you that intimation as to the
Marriages, Deaths and Births of 0.55. is of extreme interest, particularly.
to us in the more out-lying parts of the Empire. And I for one should be
extremely grateful if you could develop this fp-ature of your paper.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

E. V. ROCHFORT RAE.

['Ve have read this communication with interest, hut cannot forbear a few
comments in self-defence. Firstly, the question of the 0.55. colours
is now under consideration. Secondly, if 0.55. \\'Quld let us have
some account of their doings and those of their fellows, we would
publish such news, for we are unable, for many reasons, to find out
much about the doings of 0.55., especially those whom we do not
know.-ED.]
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Harper House,
Dear Sir,

After three years close attention to the activities of the Sophists, may
we be permitted to offer the following criticisms?

1. Does not the sight of a man pouring imaginary whisky from an
empty decanter and smacking his lips over this invisible drink appear
ridiculous?

Also when soda-water in a syphon is at hand, would it not be more
realistic to pour some out than to tap the lever suggestively and hold a
glass to the spout?

'Ve think the same about cigarettes, tea, and meals in general, which
are usually served with a red-bordered table-cloth and some odd plates,
with a few cracknels supplying the only visible nourishment. It is, of
course, difficult to. eat and read a part simultaneously, but surely some
thing could be done in this direction?

2. Surely mirrors, a handkerchief, something to suggest a telephone,
etc., would eliminate the mirth-provoking spectacle of a man arranging
his tie before a blank space, or wiping his brow with his fingers? And
would it not be better for an actor to step behind the curtains to telephone,
rather than to twirl his hand in turning a non-existant handle?

3. The result of this-shall we say-inattention to detail is that the
audience, sitting in stolid apathy and sometimes bored indifference, is
aroused to an outburst of mirth by the breaking of an actor's chair, or
the 'business' of bestowing a kiss, which is done by one actor placing his
face one foot away from that of the other actor and making a clicking
noise, generally echoed by the gentlemen in the back row.

These details, small in themselves, go far, if neglected, towards spoil
ing a well-acted and otherwise well produced play.

'Ve remain,
Yours, etc.,

PUT AND TAKE.

[The Secretary may have other things to do than to arrange details of this
sort.~ED.]

HOUSES.

The School House (a).
lames', Curteis', Wood's, \Vhitehead's, \iVildman's, Carey's (b).

Tancock's, vVilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).
Milford's, Ross's (g I.

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications
with regard to the Slzirb/trI/ialt
should be made to the Publishers
Messrs. F. Bennett & Co., Ltd.,
The Parade, Sherborne, to whom
alone Subscriptions should be

sent.



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
ShirburnialJ is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirbllmiall cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers enfering or leaving
the Universities.

N,o anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


